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Abstract—An interleaved concatenation scheme of polar codes
with non-binary low-density parity check (NBLDPC) codes is
proposed in this paper to improve the error-correcting performance of polar codes with finite code length. The information
blocks of inner polar codes are split into several information
sub-blocks, and several segment successive cancellation list (SSCL) decoders are carried out in parallel for all inner polar
codes. Moreover, for a better error-correcting performance, an
improved SCL decoder with a selective extension is proposed
for the concatenated polar codes, which will be referred to
selective extended segment SCL (SES-SCL) decoder. The SESSCL decoder uses soft information of some unreliable information
sub-blocks for the decoding of subsequent sub-blocks so as to
mitigate the error propagation of premature hard decision of SSCL decoder. Simulation results show that NBLDPC-polar codes
can outperform Reed Solomon (RS)-polar codes. NBLDPC-polar
codes when decoded with the proposed SES-SCL algorithm can
also be comparable to pure polar codes with cyclic redundancy
check aided successive cancellation list (CA-SCL) decoding with
list size L = 4 in the high SNR, but require lower decoding
storage. Therefore, NBLDPC-polar codes may strike a better
balance between memory space and performance compared to
the state-of-art schemes in the finite length regime.
Index Terms—Polar codes, code concatenation, non-binary
low-density parity-check (NBLDPC) code, successive cancellation
list (SCL) decoding.

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

OLAR codes, proposed by Arıkan [1], have been selected
for the 5th generation (5G) wireless communication standard [2], due to their inherent capacity-achieving property over
any binary memoryless symmetric (BMS) channel and lowcomplexity encoding and decoding. Polar codes with successive cancellation (SC) decoding can achieve Shannon capacity
with O(N log N ) complexity, where N is the block-length [1].
However, in practical applications, the error rate performance
of polar codes with finite length is unsatisfactory under the
SC decoder. To improve the error-correcting performance of
finite length polar codes, authors of [3] and [4] have proposed
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the SC list (SCL) decoder and cyclic redundancy check aided
SCL (CA-SCL) decoder, respectively, which approach the
performance of maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding at the
cost of higher memory requirement and decoding complexity.
Another way to improve the performance of finite length
polar codes is to concatenate such codes with other codes.
For instance, in [5] concatenated polar codes with outer
Reed Solomon (RS) codes are proposed and have shown the
ability to reduce error rates nearly exponentially with the code
length. However, the cardinality of the RS code increases
exponentially with the length of the polar code. To solve this
problem and further improve the error correction performance
of polar codes, concatenated polar codes with interleaved
outer RS codes is proposed in [6] and an improved RS-polar
concatenation is proposed in [7]. Besides, the authors of [8]
report a concatenation scheme of concatenating convolutional
codes with polar codes, which sacrifices decoding complexity
for archiving a better performance. Low-density parity-check
(LDPC) codes, proposed by Gallager in [9], are block codes
with sparse parity check matrix. Such sparsity allows for low
complexity belief propagation (BP) decoding algorithm. In
[10], Davey and MacKay introduced the nonbinary LDPC
(NBLDPC) code and proved that the NBLDPC code has
a significant performance improvement compared with the
binary LDPC code. In [11], a serial concatenation of polar
codes with LDPC codes is discussed, and it is shown that
the outer polar codes can remove the error floor of the inner
LDPC codes. In [12] and [13], LDPC codes are used to
protect intermediate bit-channels of polar codes to get a better
performance.
In [14], the concatenation of polar codes and NBLDPC
codes (referred to as NBLDPC-polar) is proposed and a
segment SCL (S-SCL) decoder is first introduced for the
NBLDPC-polar code. However, the performance of NBLDPCpolar codes under the S-SCL decoder is sub-optimal. Moreover, the rate optimization scheme and space requirement
analysis are omitted in [14] because of the space limit. In this
paper, we extend the results of [14] to propose an improved
decoding scheme for the concatenated NBLDPC-polar codes
for a better performance. The main contributions of this paper
are summarized in the following.
1) NBLDPC-polar concatenated code and the corresponding rate optimization method are discussed. In this
proposed concatenation scheme, NBLDPC codes, instead of binary LDPC codes, are chosen as outer codes
because at short and medium block lengths, the former
offers a better performance [15]. In addition, the non-
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binary outer code has the potential to match better
with multibit-decision approach which can significantly
reduce latency of traditional SCL decoders [16, 17].
2) A new decoding scheme, named selective extended segment SCL (SES-SCL), is proposed for the concatenated
polar codes. The proposed SES-SCL decoding algorithm
takes adequate consideration of the actual decoding
result of previous information sub-blocks in the decoding of subsequent sub-blocks. It uses the parity check
matrix to check whether the outer NBLDPC codeword
is correctly decoded, thus results a reasonable criterion
to judge whether the hard-decision will be made for
the corresponding information sub-block. If no valid
NBLDPC codeword is detected, symbol probabilities of
NBLDPC codeword will be saved to associate the following decoding. This decoding method avoids making
final decisions too early for the unreliable information
sub-blocks and thus mitigates the error propagation
problem. Simulation results verify that the SES-SCL
scheme achieves about 0.4dB gain with code length
8192 and code rate 1/3 at BER 10−5 compared to the
S-SCL decoding.
3) A comprehensive complexity comparison and analyses
in terms of storage and complexity are provided. Simulation results show that NBLDPC-polar codes with the
proposed SES-SCL decoding substantially outperform
pure polar codes with SC or BP decoding. Besides,
NBLDPC-polar codes with SES-SCL decoding perform
as well as pure polar codes with CA-SCL decoding
in the high SNR regime but with lower memory requirement. Therefore, it can be concluded that, using
the proposed SES-SCL decoding for concatenated polar
codes may have a better balance compared to the state
of art methods.
4) To further explore the advantage of the selective extension method in the decoding of concatenated polar
codes, a short RS code is used in place of the NBLDPC
code, which again shows a performance gain.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we review polar codes and the main decoding methods.
In Section III, NBLDPC-polar codes are discussed and a
rate optimization scheme is provided. Section IV proposes
a selective extended segment SCL decoding for NBLDPCpolar codes. In Section V, space requirements and decoding
complexity are discussed. Simulation results are presented and
discussed in Section VI followed by concluding remarks in
Section VII.

Channel combining means transforming the N copies of W
into a vector channel WN : X N → Y N and channel splitting
means splitting the vector channel WN into N binary-input
(i)
coordinate channels {WN , i = 1, 2, . . . , N }. The channel
polarization theorem states that as N goes to infinity, the bitchannels start polarizing, meaning that one part of bit-channels
become completely noisy ones, while the other part become
completely noiseless ones.
Let F⊗n0 denote a N ×N matrix, where
" n0 #= log2 N , ⊗n0
1 0
denotes n0 -th Kronecker power, F =
and F⊗n0 =
1 1
F ⊗ F⊗(n0 −1) . Let BN denote the bit-reversal permutation
matrix, then the n0 × n0 polarization transform matrix is
denoted as GN = BN F⊗n0 . Hence, the polar code can be
N
N
encoded by xN
1 = u1 GN , where u1 = (u1 , u2 , . . . , uN ) and
N
x1 = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) denote the information bit sequence
and the encoded bit sequence, respectively. The bit sequence
of uN
1 can be divided into two subsets according to the channel
polarization effects, one subset is presented as A carrying
all information bits and the other subset is presented as Ac
carrying all frozen bits.
B. Decoding of Polar Codes
SC decoder is the first decoder used to decode polar codes
[1]. SC decoder provides each bit estimate based on the
i−1
received yN
1 , the previously estimated bits û1 , and the
location of information bits A. The formulation is
(
i−1
hi (yN
1 , û1 ) i ∈ A;
ûi =
(1)
ui
i ∈ Ac ,
where
(
i−1
hi (yN
1 , û1 )

A. Polar codes
Polar codes are constructed based on channel combining
and splitting process [1]. Let W : X → Y , Y denote an
arbitrary binary input discrete memoryless channel (BDMC)
with the input alphabet X = {0, 1} and the output alphabet Y .

if

1,

otherwise.

(i)

i−1
WN (yN
|ui =1)
1 ,û1

≥ 1;

(2)

(i)

i−1
WN (yN
1 , û1 |ui ) represents the likelihood of ui given the
channel output y and ui−1
considering ui+1 , ui+2 , . . . ,
1
(i)
i−1
uN as unknown bits. To calculate WN (yN
1 , û1 |ui ), Arıkan’s
recursive channel transformation [1] is used. A pair of binary
(2i−1)
(2i)
channels W2Λ
and W2Λ are calculated by a one-step
transformation of two independent copies of a binary input
(i)
(i)
(i)
(2i−1)
(2i)
channel WΛ : (WΛ , WΛ ) → (W2Λ
, W2Λ ). The
channel transition probabilities are calculated as
(2i−1)

W2Λ

II. P RELIMINARIES
In this section, some necessary background on the polar
codes and its associated decoding schemes are presented.

=

(i)

i−1
WN (yN
|ui =0)
1 ,û1

0,

2i−2
(y2Λ
|u2i−1 )
1 , u1
X
1
(i)
2i−2
2i−2
=
[WΛ (yΛ
1 , u1,o ⊕ u1,e |u2i−1 ⊕ u2i )
2
(i)
2i−2
× WΛ (y2Λ
(3)
Λ+1 , u1,e |u2i )],

(2i)

2i−1
|u2i )
W2Λ (y2Λ
1 , u1
1 (i)
2i−2
2i−2
= WΛ (yΛ
1 , u1,o ⊕ u1,e |u2i−1 ⊕ u2i )
2
(i)
2i−2
× WΛ (y2Λ
Λ+1 , u1,e |u2i ),

(4)

where 0 < i ≤ Λ = 2λ < N and 0 ≤ λ < n0.
The decoding process of polar codes can be graphically
described as a search problem in the decoding tree. As an
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Fig. 1: Decoding process of SC decoder over a code tree.

,

1 information sub-block

example, the decoding tree for a polar code length of 4 is
shown in Fig. 1, in which the root node represents a null
state, the nodes at depth i represent ui , and the left and right
children nodes at depth i represent ui = 0 and ui = 1,
respectively. Therefore, the set of all codewords length of
N can be viewed as a perfect binary tree with a depth-N ,
and a particular codeword block is just a path from the root
node to the corresponding leaf node. Consequently, the task
of decoding is just to, given the received polar code block yN
1
from the channel, find the original path of the code block
N
so that ûN
1 , an estimate of u1 , can be obtained. Besides,
authors of [18] propose a method, which is based on adding
extra computations nodes to the SC code tree, to enhance the
performance of the SC decoder.
Instead of making a hard decision for each information
bit in the SC algorithm, the SCL algorithm [3] creates two
paths, in which the information bit is assumed to be 0 and 1,
respectively. Therefore, for each information bit, the decoder
doubles the number of possible paths up to a predetermined
limit L. When the number of paths exceeds L, decoder just
keeps L best paths as survival paths while discards the others.
At the end of the SCL decoding procedure, the most likely
path among the L paths is chosen as the single codeword
at the decoder output. Moreover, in [4] a CRC is used as the
primary criterion for the path selection, the decoder outputs the
most likely path passing the CRC detection as the estimation
sequence. If there is no path passing the CRC check, the most
reliable path will be selected as the target path.
III. NBLDPC-P OLAR C ODES
In this section, a new class of concatenation schemes,
NBLDPC-polar codes, is proposed. We first introduce the
concatenation structure and then discuss the rate optimization
of outer NBLDPC codes.
A. System Model of NBLDPC Codes
A scheme of concatenating inner polar codes with regular
NBLDPC codes is presented in Fig. 2 (a). In the scheme, polar
codes are used as inner codes and regular NBLDPC codes as
outer codes. It is assumed that the channel input sequences
are binary. Data sequences are encoded as non-binary LDPC
codewords over GF (2t ), then LDPC code symbols with the
same index are converted into binary streams to form one

,

...

st

k/t-th information sub-block
(b)

Fig. 2: (a) Encoding structure of concatenate NBLDPC-polar
codes, (b) Structure of the inner polar code.

input sequence for the (n, k) polar encoder. Here we assume
that all the NBLDPC codewords used are independent. The
gray and white parts of each row in Fig. 2 correspond to k
information bits and n−k frozen bits of the inner polar code, it
is assumed that k is divisible by t. It is shown in Fig. 2 (b) that
there are total k/t information sub-blocks in the information
block of each polar code. Let m and n denote code lengths
of the NBLDPC code over GF (2t ) and the binary polar code,
respectively. Assuming the rate of the j-th LDPC code over
GF (2t ) is Roj , then the overall number of input symbols to
Pk/t
outer NBLDPC encoders is j=1 Roj m, the overall number
Pk/t
of input bits for the concatenation is j=1 Roj mt. The overall
block length of the concatenated code is N = mn. Therefore,
the overall rate of concatenated code is
R=

k/t
X
j=1

Roj mt/N =

k/t
X

Roj t/n.

(5)

j=1

B. Rate Optimization for Outer NBLDPC Codes
Due to the channel polarization of polar codes, not all bitchannels carrying the information bits have the same reliability. Correspondingly, not all information sub-blocks consisting
of different bit channels have the same reliability. Therefore,
the rate of each NBLDPC code could be properly assigned to
protect the information sub-blocks in such a way that all the
information sub-blocks are almost equally protected [6].
Generally, for j = 1, 2, ..., k/t, the probability that an
information sub-block (or a symbol of the j-th NBLDPC
code) is in error, assuming that all previous information subblocks (or symbols of previous NBLDPC codewords) were
successfully recovered, is denoted as
Psj = 1 − (1 − πjt−t+1 )(1 − πjt−t+2 )...(1 − πjt ),

(6)

where, πjt is the probability that an error occurs when decoding the jt-th information bit of an (n, k) inner polar code with
SC decoder, assuming that all the first jt − 1 information bits
were successfully recovered. The block error rate Poj of the
each outer NBLDPC code depends on the channel condition
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Psj and the outer code rate Roj . Authors in [19] present an
efficient method for predicting the performance of finite-length
LDPC codes. Here we get the actual error rate performance of
the outer NBLDPC codes based on Monte Carlo simulations.
Let Pe represent the frame error rate of the concatenated
code, then Pe can be computed as
Pe = 1 −

k/t
Y

(1 − Poj ).

(7)

j=1

Assuming we want to design codes with a fixed overall rate
R? , then the rate of NBLDPC code Roj can be optimized as
follows to achieve the minimum frame error rate.1
1) Compute πj for each information bit of the inner polar
code based on density evolution, then compute Psj for
each information sub-block.
2) Set p1 = 1, p2 = 0.
3) If p1 − p2 > , set the target block error rate of each
outer code is P ? = p1+p2
2 , otherwise go to 6).
4) For each sub-block channel, find the maximum Roj that
satisfies Poj ≤ P ? .
5) Compute k as the number of outer codes with Roj > 0.
Compute R based on (5). If R < R? , set p2 = P ? ,
compute Poj and then compute Pe based on (7). If R ≥
R? , set p1 = P ? , return to 3).
6) Find out the minimum value Pemin among all Pe as
the minimum achievable frame error rate (FER) of the
code, and output the corresponding Roj , j = 1, 2, ..., k/t
as the optimized rate of the outer NBLDPC codes.

with the PSCL decoding. However, the path selections of our
S-SCL and SES-SCL are different from those of [21–23].
A. Segment SCL Decoding for Inner Polar codes
As introduced in Section III part A, the information block of
inner polar codes is split into k/t sub-blocks. Correspondingly,
the decoding process of inner polar codes is divided into k/t
segments, and a SCL decoding with list size L = 2t is used
for each segment. Then with the help of the LDPC decoder,
a single correct codeword is selected for each segment and
then sent to the next segment for further decoding. Moreover,
according to coding theory, the parity-check matrix H of
LDPC code can be commonly used for codeword detection
by [10]
x̃H T = 0.
(8)

In this section, two decoding techniques are proposed to
improve the performance of finite length polar codes. One
is S-SCL decoding, in which the decoding process of inner
polar codes is divided into several segments, and a SCL
decoding is used for each segment. A hard decision is made
for each segment and then sent to the next segment for further
decoding. The other one is SES-SCL decoding, by checking
whether a valid NBLDPC codeword is detected or not, a
selection method is set to judge whether a hard decision is
made for the current segment. A BP decoding is applied for
outer NBLDPC codes. In related works, the partitioned SCL
(PSCL) algorithm [21] breaks the code tree into several subtrees (partitions) and each partition is decoded with the SCL
algorithm. PSCL decoder can significantly reduce the memory
requirement by increasing the number of partitions. However,
this memory saving of PSCL is obtained at the cost of a
higher error probability. In [22], a CRC selection scheme is
proposed to further improve the error correction performance
of PSCL decoder. Furthermore, authors of [23] propose a
generalized PSCL (GPSCL) algorithm and a layered PSCL
(LPSCL) algorithm to bridge the performance gap between
SCL and PSCL decoding. We note that, the proposed S-SCL
decoding has a similar path extension for inner polar codes

If the condition in (8) is satisfied, then x̃ is equivalent to the
right codeword with high probability. Therefore, (8) can be
used as an early stopping criterion to reduce decoding latency
and complexity.
More precisely, for j
=
1, 2, ..., k/t, let
(j−1)t jt
W (y, û1
|u(j−1)t+1 ) denote the path likelihood of
the j-th sub-block.2 For each consecutive t bits, polar decoder
computes the likelihoods of all the 2t paths, and then symbol
probabilities of the outer NBLDPC codeword can be obtained
by traversing all the possible 2t paths [6]. Initialize the
algorithm with j = 1, then the S-SCL decoding algorithm is
described as follows.
A1) Do path extension for each of m inner
polar codes, and compute path likelihoods
(j−1)t jt
W (y, û1
|u(j−1)t+1 ) of all 2t paths. These
operations can be done in parallel for all m polar
codewords.
A2) Do path selection with early stopping. Regard the m
most likely paths as m symbols over GF (2t ) to form
a hard-decisioned LDPC codeword x∗ . If x∗ HjT =
0 is satisfied, x∗ is output and used to update the
decoded bits of all m polar codewords, then go to
A4. Else go to A3.
A3) Do path selection without early stopping. Pass the
m2t paths and path likelihoods to the LDPC decoder
as the input messages of the BP decoding. Do BP
decoding and then update the decoded bits of all m
polar codewords using the LDPC decoder output.
A4) If j < k/t, j = j + 1 and return to A1.
Fig. 3 shows the decoding procedure of the S-SCL algorithm
with list size L = 16. When the decoding of segment-1 is
finished, path 0101 in the first polar code tree is saved and is
used to continue the decoding of the second segment. Finally,
the path 0110 in blue color is saved for segment-2, the other
15 paths are discarded. Similarly operations can be done in
parallel for all inner polar codewords. We note that, the loglikelihood ratio (LLR)-based SCL decoder [24, 25] can be also
applied to our proposed S-SCL decoder. In that case, polar
decoder calculates all the possible LLRs of all the 2t paths

1 Note that the rate optimization algorithm is a modified version of the
algorithm in [20].

2 Since all the polar codes used are identical, for sake of simplicity, here
we don’t identify the index of polar codes.

IV. P ROPOSED D ECODING M ETHODS FOR THE
NBLDPC- POLAR C ONCATENATED C ODE
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W (y, u1
|ujt
(j−1)t+1 ) with û(j−2)t+1 = sa .
Although the calculation of the path likelihood in (9) is
the most accurate, it’s too complicated. To maintain a low
q
decoding complexity, in each estimated message Xj−1
, we
reserve l, 1 < l < L symbols with the largest probabilities
sa
a
, where sa ∈
and Λsj−1
as selective survival paths. Let Xj−1
{1, ..., q} and a = 1, 2, ..., l, denote these selected symbols and
sa
symbol probabilities, respectively. LDPC decoder passes Xj−1
sa
to the polar decoder, polar decoder then uses Xj−1 as survival
paths for the decoding process of the next segment, and thus
lL paths are generated during the decoding process for the
j-th segment (see Fig. 4). Upon finishing the computation of
all the path likelihoods for lL paths, we use (10) to optimize
the path likelihood of segment j.

0

0

|ujt
(j−1)t+1 ) denotes the path likelihood

0

LDPC decoder

...

(j−1)t

W̃ (y, û1

Fig. 3: Decoding process of S-SCL decoder for NBLDPCpolar codes.

≈

l
X

|ujt
(j−1)t+1 )
(j−1)t

a
Λsj−1
Wsa (y, û1

|ujt
(j−1)t+1 ).

(10)

a=1

for each segment, and passes path LLRs to the LDPC decoder
as symbol LLRs. Correspondingly, a LLR-BP decoding [26]
can be used for the outer NBLDPC codes.
B. Selective Extended Segment SCL Decoding
A main drawback of SC decoding for polar codes is the
error propagation. The S-SCL decoder introduced above can
potentially mitigate the error propagation problem of polar
code because of two reasons, one is offering protection with
outer codes, thus errors in the decoded sub-blocks may be
corrected using the outer code, and the other one is searching
optimal path within a larger search space [16]. However, as
S-SCL decoder makes segment-level hard decision for each information sub-block, the segment-level error propagation still
exists. Assuming that the LDPC decoder can not correct errors
in the decoded sub-blocks, one might expect that the wrong
chosen hard-decision sub-block will propagate the following
decoding process. To address this issue, we propose a selective
extended segment SCL (SES-SCL) decoding algorithm.
In a specific construction, a set Fj , j = 1, 2, ..., k/t is used
to hold the flags to indicate the decoding result of the j-th
segment, so that Fj = 0 and Fj = 1 indicate successful
decoding and failed decoding of segment j, respectively. Here
we assume that errors incurred in the decoded bit sequence
of the j − 1-th segment can not be corrected by the outer
q
LDPC decoder, and thus Fj−1 = 1. Let Xj−1
and Λqj−1 ,
t
where q = 2 , 2 ≤ j ≤ k/t, denote the estimated erroneous
symbol sequence and symbol probabilities sequence of the
j − 1-th LDPC codeword, respectively. According to total
probability Theorem, the path likelihood of the j-th segment
can be calculated as
(j−1)t

W̃ (y, û1

|ujt
(j−1)t+1 ) =

t

2
X
a=1

(j−1)t

a
Λs(j−1)
Wsa (y, û1

|ujt
(j−1)t+1 ),

(9)

Select the most likely path as the hard-decisioned output bits,
then mt hard-decisioned output sub-blocks are passed as m
symbols over GF (2t ) to form an LDPC codeword. Then a
codeword detection corresponding to the j-th NBLDPC code
is performed based on (8). If the condition in (8) is satisfied,
end the current segment decoding. Otherwise a BP decoding
k/t
is performed. Initialize {Fj }j=1 = 0, and j = 1. Then the
SES-SCL decoding algorithm is described as follows.
B1) If j = 1 or j ≥ 2, Fj−1 = 0, go to B2, otherwise go
to B4.
B2) Do path extension for all inner polar codes in parallel, which is the same as A1. Then do path selection
with early stopping, the process is almost the same
as A2 except that, “A4” and ”A3” in step A2 are
changed to “B7” and ”B3”, respectively.
B3) Do path extension without early stopping, which is
the same as A3. Set Fj = 1 if no valid NBLDPC
codeword is detected. Then go to B7.
B4) For each of the m polar codewords, do path expansion based on l selective survival paths and compute
(j−1)t jt
|u(j−1)t+1 ) of all l2t
path likelihoods W (y, û1
paths. Optimize path likelihoods of segment j based
on (10). These operations can be done in parallel for
all m inner polar codewords.
B5) Do path selection with early stopping. The process is
almost the same as A2 except that “A4” and ”A3” in
step A2 are changed to “B7” and ”B6”, respectively.
B6) Do path extension without early stopping which is
the same as A3. Set Fj = 1 if no valid NBLDPC
codeword is detected. Then go to B7.
B7) If j < k/t, j = j + 1 and return to B1.
Fig. 4 shows the decoding process of SES-SCL algorithm
with 2 segments, the list size is L = 16 and the selective
survival paths number is l = 2. Here we assume that the
codeword detection for segment-1 of the first polar code is
failed (the condition in (8) is not satisfied with H1 and
x̂1 ), then two selective survival paths 0100 and 1110 are
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segment for further decoding. Therefore, similar to the PSCL
decoder in [21], it is possible to share the memory between
segments since only one candidate survives after decoding
each segment. It should be noted that, as all possible 2t paths
are selected for each segment, there is no need to store the
path metric (PM) [25] for inner polar codes. Following the
same reasoning for PSCL decoder, the memory requirement
of each inner polar code length of n with S-SCL decoding is
denoted as3
!
P
−1
 n

X
n
+ P −1 − 1 L Qα
M1 = n +
2r
2
r=1
+

F2 0

P
−2
X
r=1

List combining

...

LDPC decoder

...
X

S1
2

Fig. 4: Decoding process of SES-SCL decoder for NBLDPCpolar codes with list size L = 16 and selective survival paths
number is l = 2.
saved for segment-1, with associated probabilities P0100 and
P1110 , respectively. Correspondingly, in the path extension
of the second segment, two groups of 16 candidate paths
are generated. One group with blue color is computed based
on path 0100, and the group with red color is computed
based on path 1110. Calculate path likelihoods of the second
segment based on (10), for example the path likelihood of
0101 is represented by P (u85 = 0101) ≈ P0100 × W (y, u41 =
4
8
0100|u8t
5 = 0101) + P1110 × W (y, u1 = 1110|u5 = 0101).
For the sake of comparison, we assume that the decoding of
the second segment of concatenated polar codes is successful
and F2 = 0, hence at the end of decoding for segment-2, one
path X2S1 is saved as the final decoded results and the other
15 paths are discarded. Similar operations are processed in
parallel for other polar codes.
V. A NALYSES AND D ISCUSSIONS
In this section, we give analyses and comparisons of required memory size and decoding complexity of NBLDPCpolar codes with S-SCL decoding and SES-SCL decoding.
A. Memory Space Analysis
SCL decoding requires a large memory to store the intermediate values, i.e. the high area requirement of SCL
decoding is mostly dominated by its memory usage [25]. In
S-SCL decoding, on the other hand, the decoding process is
broken into segments and SCL decoding is performed on each
segment. Each segment outputs a single path which is selected
with the help of the LDPC decoder and then sent to the next

 n

n
+ P −2 − 1 L,
r
2
2

(11)

where Qα denotes the number of quantized bits for the path
likelihood, P = k/t denotes the number of segments and 2 ≤
P < n, the list size is L = 2t . The space required by m polar
codes with S-SCL decoding is mM1 . The outer LDPC codes
are decoded in order, which enables us to reuse the memory.
The memory requirement of NBLDPC codes over GF (2t ) is
ML = (cdc + mdv )2t Qα [27], where c denotes the number
of check nodes. Therefore, the total memory requirement for
NBLDPC-polar codes with S-SCL decoding is mM1 + ML .
The memory requirements of SES-SCL decoder are higher
than that of S-SCL decoder since l times of path likelihoods
and hard-decision bits need to be stored for the segments with
extension (see Fig. 5). The memory requirement of each inner
polar code with SES-SCL decoding is denoted as
!
P
−1
 n

X
n
+ P −1 − 1 lL Qα
M2 = n + l
2r
2
r=1
+l

P
−2
X
r=1

 n

n
+
−
1
lL.
2r
2P −2

(12)

The overall space required by NBLDPC-polar codes with SESSCL decoding is mM2 + ML units for SES-SCL decoding.
Besides, we note that the memory requirements of S-SCL
decoding is higher than that of the PSCL decoding. This is
mainly because we use NBLDPC codes, other than CRC bits
as the outer codes, thus more memories are required for the
LDPC decoder. However, as the outer LDPC codes are very
short block codes and m  N , the area overhead for extra
memory requirement of NBLDPC decoder is negligible.
B. Decoding Complexity Analysis
Next we analyze the decoding complexity of NBLDPCpolar codes taking both polar codes and NBLDPC codes
into consideration. For the S-SCL scheme, the decoding complexity of m polar codes is m(Ln log n) = LN log n =
2t N log n, and the decoding complexity of k/t NBLDPC
3 In S-SCL decoding, the information bits are divided (partitioned). This is
different from the PSCL decoding in [21] where the coded bits are partitioned.
However, the S-SCL decoder has the same message schedule for inner polar
codes as PSCL decoder. If we consider swapping storage locations of frozen
bits and information bits in the decoding process, the memory requirement
analysis of PSCL decoding can also be applied to the S-SCL decoding.
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Fig. 5: Decoding of NBLDPC-polar codes with different
decoders. (a) S-SCL decoder is used. (b) SES-SCL decoder
is used.
codes is k/t(niter cu2t (t + u)) [27], c and u are the number of check nodes and the mean row weight of parity
check matrix H, respectively. Therefore, the overall complexity for NBLDPC-polar codes with S-SCL decoding is
2t N log n + (k/t)niter cu2t (t + u)), and with SES-SCL decoding is l2t N log n + (k/t)niter cu2t (t + u)).
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Fig. 6: Performances of concatenated polar codes with binary
LDPC codes and non-binary LDPC codes, the overall coded
length is N = 8192 and the overall code rate is R = 1/3.
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In this section, we present simulation results to compare
the error correction performance of NBLDPC-polar codes
over the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel
with binary phase-shift-keyed (BPSK) modulation. All the
NBLDPC codes used in this section are constructed by using
progressive edge-growth (PEG) algorithm [28] over GF (16),
the maximum iteration number of BP decoding for LDPC
codes is niter = 20. For SES-SCL decoder, the selective
survival path number is l = 2. The target Eb /N0 that we
use to construct polar codes is 2dB.
To show the superiority of the proposed NBLDPC-polar
codes, Fig. 6 presents the FER and bit error rate (BER)
comparison between binary LDPC-Polar codes and NBLDPCPolar codes. The LDPC-polar scheme is constructed with
binary LDPC (32, 28) codes and binary polar (256, 96) codes,
SC algorithm is used for decoding inner polar code. NBLDPCpolar scheme is constructed with NBLDPC (32, 28) codes over
GF (16) and binary polar (256, 96) codes. SC decoding is
used for inner polar codes, and the symbol probabilities of
NBLDPC codes are approximately calculated using the bit
probabilities generated by the polar decoder. As can be seen,
the NBLDPC-polar scheme provides a better performance
than LDPC-polar scheme and gets a gain of approximately
0.4dB at FER of 10−3 . We analyze one possible reason of the
superiority of NBLDPC-polar scheme is that, NBLDPC codes
offer a better performance than binary LDPC codes [15].
Fig. 7 shows the FER performance of the NBLDPC-polar
codes with S-SCL and SES-SCL decoding. The overall block
length is N = 8192 and the overall code rate is R = 1/3. For
the NBLDPC-polar code, N is split into m = 16 and n = 512.
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Fig. 7: FER performance of NBLDPC-Polar concatenated
codes compared to the RS-Polar code and stand-alone polar
code, with N = 8192 and R = 1/3.

The maximum degrees of outer NBLDPC codewords are
dvmax = 4, dcmax = 32. For the sake of comparison, RS-polar
codes with SC-generalized minimum distance-maximum likelihood (SC-GMD-ML) decoding [6], Conv-polar codes with
soft-output multistage iterative decoding (SOMID) scheme [8],
Turbo code with log-maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithm,
pure polar code with SC scheme [1], and pure polar code
with CA-SCL scheme [4] with list size 4 are also shown in
Fig. 7. Note that the performance of RS-polar code is from
Fig. 5 of [6] with the overall code length 7680. It is observed
that, there is about 0.2dB SNR gain using our proposed SESSCL decoding on top of the S-SCL decoding for NBLDPC-
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Fig. 8: BER performances of LDPC-polar concatenated codes
with other codes with code length N = 8192 and code rate
R = 1/3.
polar concatenated codes. At FER of 10−3 , the NBLDPCpolar code with the proposed SES-SCL scheme has nearly
0.2dB and 0.5dB gains over pure polar code with SC scheme
and RS-polar code with SC-GMD-ML scheme, respectively.
NBLDPC-polar code performs slightly better than Conv-polar
code. It is also observed that, pure polar code with CA-SCL
scheme provides better FER performance than NBLDPC-polar
code with SES-SCL scheme.
Fig. 8 shows the BER performance of NBLDPC-polar codes
along with other codes. As shown in Fig. 8, NBLDPC-polar
code with the proposed SES-SCL scheme outperforms pure
polar code with BP or SC scheme. The SES-SCL scheme has
about 0.4dB gain over S-SCL scheme at BER of 10−5 . Also
according to Fig. 8, compared with pure polar code with CASCL scheme with list size 4, NBLDPC-polar code with SESSCL scheme has about 0.2dB BER performance degradation
at low SNR. However, when SNR reaches 1.8dB or higher,
the degradation becomes negligible. Even at Eb /N0 = 2dB,
NBLDPC-polar code has a better BER performance. Moreover, the proposed S-SCL decoder requires only about 50% of
the memory required by the CA-SCL decoder, the proposed
SES-SCL decoder requires about 68% of the memory required
by the CA-SCL decoder with Qα = 6 bits, and QP M = 8 bits.
Besides, to show the advantage of the SES-SCL scheme,
simulations with concatenated polar codes with other nonbinary block codes are also conducted. Simulations with RS
codes are shown in Fig. 9. The inner polar code is a (512, 232)
code and the outer RS code is a (15, 11) code. The blue line
is the traditional regular RS-polar scheme in [6], SC-GMDML scheme is used for decoding. Whereas the black line with
circle represents the improved RS-polar scheme, in which the
selective extension method is used for the decoding of inner
polar codes. As there is no soft information offered by the RS
decoder, here we use the difference of path likelihoods between the first hard-decision and the secondary hard-decision
symbol to approximately represent the RS symbol reliability
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2.4

2.6

2.8

3
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Fig. 9: Performances of concatenated codes with code length
N = 7680 and code rate R = 1/3.
[7]. It can be seen that, the improved RS-polar scheme is able
to improve the BER and FER performance by about 0.1dB.
The performance gain is not as good as in Fig. 7 and 8,
possibly because of the fact that the RS code can not provide
soft information, the path extension of sequent sub-blocks is
based on the approximately estimated information. The results
once again suggest that the SES-SCL decoder can improve
the performance of concatenated polar codes with outer nonbinary block codes.
From the above description, we can draw a conclusion
that the concatenated NBLDC-polar codes outperform pure
polar codes with SC or BP decoding, while the required
memory space is much less than that of pure polar codes
with BP decoding. NBLDPC-polar codes can also outperform
RS-polar codes and Conv-polar codes. Pure polar codes with
CA-SCL decoding provides better performance at the cost
of much larger memory space. At high SNR, the proposed
SES-SCL scheme has comparable BER performance with CASCL decoding with list size 4, but with lower memory space.
Hence we can conclude that NBLDPC-polar concatenated
codes with the proposed SES-SCL decoding scheme strikes
a better balance between performance and storage than the
existing schemes.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a concatenation scheme of polar codes with
interleaved NBLDPC codes has been considered. We have
then proposed a new SCL decoding, namely SES-SCL, for
the NBLDPC-polar concatenated codes. We have also compared polar codes with various decoders in terms of the
memory space requirement and decoding complexity. Analysis and numerical results have shown that the performance
of NBLDPC-polar codes is better than RS-polar codes and
Conv-polar codes. Furthermore, NBLDPC-polar codes with
the proposed SES-SCL decoding algorithm can outperform
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stand-alone polar codes decoded with BP or SC decoding.
The SES-SCL scheme has comparable performance with CASCL scheme at high SNR while having smaller memory size
and lower memory space. Also, the selective extension SCL
decoding method described in this paper can be applied to the
concatenation of polar codes with non-binary block codes.
In future work, the design of symbol-decision SCL decoding
will be considered for the concatenated polar codes to improve
throughput and hardware efficiency. Also the concatenation
structure will be extended over non-Gaussian channels [29].
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